**Program Support Functional Team**

**ScoutCon Support (Episodic Workshop Events)**

**ScoutCon Commissioner**

Develop and enhance Scouts Canada's ability to provide episodic workshops in support of the Scouter Development Model.

- Work collaboratively with the Associate Director, Program Support.
- Identify subject matter experts (SMEs) to develop standardized workshop templates.
- Facilitate the sharing of best practices across a national team.

**ScoutCon Coordinator**

Plan and implement local episodic workshop events (ScoutCons) to help Scouters acquire the skills they need to be successful.

- Work collaboratively with the local Program Support Manager.
- Use effective project management to ensure that ScoutCons are successful and reach target Scouter populations.
- Recruit SMEs to facilitate high quality workshops at ScoutCon events.

**Program Support Scouter Network**

Program Support Scouters can choose to specialize in one or several of the following areas of program support:

- Provide in-Section support using the Canadian Path Navigator and a modular coaching system.
- Facilitate episodic workshops for topics in which they are a subject matter expert (SME).
- Support local events like Beaverees and Cuborees.
- Facilitate outdoor skills development for local Scouters and youth.

**National Coordination**

**Local Implementation**